EL AMOR EN LOS TIEMPOS DE CÓLERA de Gabriel García Márquez

The Spanish club invites you to join them at a Spanish-language play at Repertorio in NYC in a few weeks! The details of the play are as follows:

EL AMOR EN LOS TIEMPOS DE CÓLERA de Gabriel García Márquez

A lyrical, imagistic play that focuses on an extraordinary love story between a poetically-inclined man named Florentino Ariza and a sensual, practical yet somewhat elusive woman named Fermina Daza. Spanning fifty years of time, the story plays out in a series of short scenic episodes filled with poetry, song, movement and heightened moments of theatricality. A daring four-actor tour-de-force piece for the theatre.

Directed by José Zayas

Performed in Spanish with subtitles in English & Spanish via Simultext® In-Seat Captioning System.

For more information about the play or theatre, visit this link:

Spanish Club contact: Cecily Corbett ccorbett@albany.edu